
  

 

Abstract— Multiple schools within University of 

Birmingham, UK, have been collaborating to develop cross-

disciplinary robotics solutions to address a variety of nuclear 

decommissioning problems, in collaboration with the UK 

nuclear industry. This work is motivated by the many difficult 

problems to be addressed at the UK Sellafield site, but the 

techniques are fundamental and broadly applicable to other 

installations. This paper will provide a brief overview of the 

basic robotics research being undertaken at Birmingham, and a 

description of four case-study projects where these techniques 

are being applied to practical nuclear decommissioning 

problems, in collaboration with the UK Nuclear 

Decommissioning Authority. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Cleanup of legacy nuclear waste, in the UK alone, is now 
considered the largest environmental remediation project in 
the whole of Europe. The most recent cost estimate for this 
work is £100billion (US$160billion). At least 40% of this 
work is expected to require robotic or remote handling 
methods, because the materials are too hazardous to be 
handled by humans. 

University of Birmingham has been a pioneer in nuclear 
engineering research in the UK, but also hosts one of the most 
extensive and diverse collection of robotics researchers out of 
UK universities. Robotics activity spans at least five different 
schools on campus, including Computer Science, Mechanical 
Engineering, Electrical Engineering, Psychology and Physics. 
Previously, our work focused on fundamental autonomous 
robotics capabilities, in navigation, manipulation and vision, 
but more recently these technologies have been applied to 
practical problems of hazardous environments, with 
investment from the UK nuclear and defence industries. 

This paper will first provide a brief overview of basic 
robotics technologies, including manipulation and vision, 
being developed at Birmingham, and then describe some 
examples of applied research, where these technologies are 
being used to address decommissioning problems. 
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II. BASIC ROBOTICS RESEARCH FROM U OF BIRMINGHAM 

A. Manipulation and grasping 

Our manipulation work has developed steadily over past 
ten years, principally through a series of EU FP7 projects, 
[1][2][3]. Work has looked at prediction and planning for 
manipulation through pushing, [4][5], as well as grasping 
with multi-fingered hands, [6], [7]. 

Our recent work, fig. 1, shows new ways of generalizing 
grasps to arbitrary objects, with a vision-guided arm-hand 
robot. Once our robot is taught a single demonstration grasp 
for a single object, it learns how to adapt this grasp to robustly 
lift new objects with arbitrarily different size and shape, 
including objects of completely different categories to the 
demonstration object. 

   

Figure 1: grasp demonstrated on tube (left), and 
automatically adapted for a bottle (middle) and box (right), 
using autonomous vision-guided arm and hand. Our 
proprietary in-house 3D simulator and control software is 
shown superimposed over real scene. 

B. Computer vision 

Our group also works extensively on vision, with 
landmark papers on 3D modeling and segmentation, [8], and 
categorisation [9]. Ongoing work includes segmentation and 
tracking of rigid manipulated workpeices, [10], [11], [12], as 
well as people and deformable objects, [13], [14]. 

C. Telepresence and tele-autonomy 

Birmingham has strong collaborations between engineers 
and psychologists, and this has resulted in a number of new 
projects to investigate important (and under-explored) human 
factors issues of applied robotics such as enhanced tele-
presence and situational awareness [15] and tele-autonomous 
shared AI-human control [16]. Much of this work is being 
carried out with support from UK ministry of defence and 
defence industry, to facilitate robotic Explosive Ordnance 
Disposal (EOD) – another hazardous remote handling task, 
which shares considerable overlapping requirements with 
robotic nuclear decommissioning tasks. 
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III. FOUR NUCLEAR DECOMMISSIONING CASE STUDIES 

Birmingham is raidly developing a portfolio of applied 
research projects, which will apply our robotics research 
technologies to nuclear decommissioning problems. Ongoing 
projects with the nuclear industry include: 

A.  Robot-assisted glove-box decommissioning 

We are investigating robot-assisted decommissioning of 
alpha-contaminated environments [17], such as the many 
legacy glove-box labs at Sellfield and other sites, which 
contain plutonium dust and derivative substances from decay 
(some gloveboxes are more than 50 years old, and alpha-
emitters have decayed into gamma-emitting substances). 
Many such gloveboxes are of unique designs without 
engineering drawings, therefore we are first developing 3D 
imaging techniques, using RGB-D cameras and laser to create 
3D mesh models. These can then be used to plan the 
trajectories of robot arms to perform cutting and resizing. 
Finally, our autonomous grasping methods (see section II. A) 
will be applied as smart operator assistance technology for 
“click-and-grasp” to rapidly pick and place odd-sized cut 
sections into storage bins, for safe removal from the plant. 

B. 3D characterization and situational awareness  

Robotic decommissioning requires accurate 3D models of 
objects and environments, to enable planning, execution and 
monitoring of robotic actions. Until recently, such models 
were extremely time-consuming to acquire, but now we can 
acquire and update in real-time at 30fps or more. A newly 
funded project, [18], is investigating appropriate 
representations and ways of automatically segmenting, 
modeling and tracking important objects and parts in scenes. 

C. Vision-based trajectory control of unsensored robots 

UK sites, such as Sellafield, have large numbers of 
manipulators (e.g. Brokk) which are rugged and trusted, but 
which lack the joint sensors necessary for sophisticated 
trajectory control. Retrofitted sensors would be vulnerable to 
gamma rays, and would still fail to control tool tips where 
powerful tools cause the entire robot base to jump or move 
wrt the scene. Our new project, [19], will use vision systems 
to remotely track the arm links, combined with predictive 
dynamics modeling, to enable sophisticated end-effector 
control of rugged, powerful and low-tech machines. 

D. 3D imaging of waste storage containers 

Sellafield and other sites contain at least 750,000 storage 

drums containing contaminated waste materials. Ongoing 

chemical reactions cause density changes inside the drums, 

leading to bulging and distortion of the steel drum material. 

Before long-term geological storage can be allowed, it is 

essential to prove that such distortions have stabilized, and 

that deformation will not lead to crack failures. Thus, every 

drum must be periodically removed from storage and 

measured. We are using our experience with 3D computer 

and robot vision, to develop new ways of building rapid and 

accurate 3D images of storage drums to enable deformations 

to be conveniently measured and characterised. 

IV. CONCLUSIONS 

A large part of UK and international decommissioning 

work will need to be carried out with robots. Major open 

problems include robust, fast and efficient ways of grasping 

and manipulating arbitrarily shaped objects, and vision 

systems for real-time segmenting, modeling and tracking of 

scenes for planning, execution and monitoring of robot 

actions. Birmingham University is developing these basic 

technologies, and applying them to hazardous environments. 

Our researchers are keen to explore and collaborate on 

national and international decommissioning problems. 
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